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We, the Resistance 

By Chris Shaw 

After nearly two years of relative complacency to the Covid-19 mandates and restrictions, a 
number of Canadians are finally awake to the harsh realities of governmental pandemic 
regulations. The quiet rage that so many apparently feel has been manifest during the trucker 
convoy to Ottawa, a protest which continues into a second week with broad swathes of the 
population actively supporting the trucker’s actions in Ottawa and those of their allies 
elsewhere. 

Meanwhile, our Prime Minister, Justin Trudeau, continues to hide, occasionally emerging from 
his hole or in Parliament to call the truckers and their supporters names and bemoan this 
“small fringe” group of “racists and misogynists.” The irony of such statements seems lost on 
most the country’s politicians, but it is worth noting that none of the truckers has yet seen fit to 
put on blackface or summarily dismiss females who don’t fall into line, two of Trudeau’s now 
famous failings. 

As of this writing, the situation in Ottawa remains tense as city officials continue to demonize 
the truckers and their supporters, often in the most ludicrous fashion, while simultaneously 
trying to prevent food and fuel from being delivered. It is now becoming obvious that the 
Federal government is orchestrating these actions since it really does not know what to do 
about this protest, or the others springing up across the country.  

If one had to describe the overall situation in one word, the word would be “pre-revolutionary.” 
Indeed, that’s where we are as any further escalation by the government will only trigger more 
resistance, and any violence from the government side may push the country further along the 
road to an actual social conflict. 

The fact that the world is watching and in many cases those in other countries are copying the 
action of the truckers, may suggest that we are not simply in a pre-revolutionary stage here in 
Canada, but worldwide. Maybe the third world war will not against zombies or aliens, but 
against all the governments that succumbed to the designs of the World Economic Forum’s 
Great Reset? 

One blatant demonstration that old ways of thinking are fracturing comes with some on the left 
now advocating staging counter protests against the truckers, the latter of course blue collar 
workers, formerly the bedrock of much of that same left.  Such comments make it crystal clear 
that the left of today is not the left of yesteryear. Instead, the new left is one which cherry picks 
which workers deserve support and which do not, the difference apparently dependent on the 
official government/medical/media narrative of the day. “You are known by your allies,” leftist 
Facebook warriors proclaim, decrying the rare alt right wing sentiments sometimes expressed 
by those who oppose mandates and coerced medical procedures. In reply, suffice it to note that 
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the “allies” of those so pontificating have apparently chosen as allies billionaire Bill Gates and 
World Economic Forum director Klaus Schwab.  

It is still early days, but for an increasing number of Canadians the following holds true:  

Claiming that we are the “fringe minority”, the “racists and misogynists” is merely the sign of a 
government out of control trying every measure they can think of to bolster a failing narrative.  

In reality, it is not just truckers who are resisting the mandates and other arbitrary measures by 
the Trudeau and provincial governments, it is scientists and doctors such as those in the Canada 
Covid Care Alliance, fired healthcare workers, police and civil servants, church groups of various 
denominations, and a growing number of otherwise ordinary Canadians who have begun to 
resist the encroachments on human rights.  

Our resistance will only increase until we take down the whole rotten structure upon which the 
petty attempts at tyranny were constructed. 

So if anyone wants to give us a name, it is this: 

We are the resistance.  


